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DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES 

 

Industrial visit to MTNL, POWAI 

Faculty Coordinate: 1)Sushant Gawade,  2) Sandeep Dubey 

In the GSM cabin, MTNL faculty addressing to the students on different topics such as RF bands, UHF 

communication, 5G, WRC, TDM, FDM, UMTS 3G, LTE 4G, restrictions on Maximum power transmitted, 

different types of antenna. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the transmission room, MTNL faculty addressing to the students on different topics such as Medium of 

transmission, Optical, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Radio, Satellite, Microwave, quality wired, MUX, DeMUX, 

MIXER. 
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In the Switching room, Switching to MTNL is likely to save you money! It will also allow you to reduce or 

eliminate roaming charges if you switch to another mobile phone operator. As mobile phone technology 

improves and becomes cheaper, and with increased competition among the mobile phone operators, the 

result is cheaper mobile phone tariffs. If you want to move from your current mobile phone network 

to MTNL you will be able to keep your mobile phone number using MNP - mobile number portability. 

 

Take advantage of the new MTNL mobile phone tariffs that are now available since the implementation of 

MNP. With the introduction of MNP - mobile number portability - take advantage of the fact that you will 

now be able to keep your existing mobile phone number. 

 

 

Switching Room                                                                 Broadcast Room 
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Industrial visit to WINAIR compressor limited 

Faculty Coordinate: 1) Kaveri Sawant    2) Harsha Rewatkar   3)  Sushil Dube 

The aim of the visit was to understand the logic and the mechanism behind the different types of air 

compressors. speaker explained that how does an compressor work, how does it generates pressure(of air 

and fluid), how it is stored in the storage tanks, at how much pressure the air or fluid in stored in the storage 

tanks, the crucial temperature which has to be maintained to have an desired pressure at the output. 

 
 

 

 

  Storage tanks Control panel for compressor 
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Session: Innovation Cell inauguration 

Session Date:              9’August 2019 

Session timing: 11-1 

Faculty Coordinator: Sonal Borse. 

Innovation cell: this is joint initiative of Department of Electronics and Department of Electronics and 

Telecommunication Engineering.  

Aim behind this is to have a tie up with the companies. Students get awareness of new/upcoming 

technologies and hands on experience, so they are ready for industry, also inculcating team work and 

leadership. 

The event was commenced by our Campus director sir and the HODs by lightening the Bluetooth controlled 

lamp made by the innovation cell. The termination of the event was followed by an expert lecture conducted 

by Mr. Rishu Jha. 

   

 

Faculties present at the event 
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ROBOTICS WORKSHOP IN RAVAL COLLEGE, MIRAROAD  

Session:                       Robotics Workshop 

Session Date:              10’August 2019 

Faculty Coordinator: Sushant Gawade, Gaurav Shetty 

The faculty coordinator Sushant Gawade and Gaurav Shetty faculty of EXTC DEPT conducted Robotics 

workshop session in the Raval College, Miraroad (East)  for 11th and 12thstandard Bifocal students. 

Sushant sir has given breef idea to the students about wired and wireless robo and practical session for wired 

nd wireless robo was conducted by Gaurav Shetty, where sir had covered about Zigbee , Bluetooth. In this 

session, students performed the practicals for wired as well as wireless Robo.Practicals conducted on Robo 

such like Zigbee, Bluetooth were performed using arduino uno programming software. 

The main moto of arranging the Robotics Workshop was to create an awarness about the Robotic 

environment and the trending technologies in today’s era. 
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FIRST YEAR STUDENTS VIST ELECTRONICS AND 

TELECOMMUNICATION DEPARTMRNT DURING 

INDUCTION PROGRAM 

Session:                       Virtual Lab 

Session Date:              28’August 2019 

Session timing:           2-5 

Faculty Coordinator: Swarali Narvekar 

 

The first year students visit to EXTC DEPT during Induction Program. Virtual Lab Coordinator Swarali 

Narvekar conducted session on virtual lab even she conducted experiments session of virtual lab for BEE 

subject. 

The session covered the different types of virtual labs available. One of the benefits of Virtual lab is instead 

of using different hardware and software to perform the practical, we can perform that practical with the 

help of Virtual lab by accessing different parameters for the input and it will be easier to obtain the output 

for various input combination. Even for developing Virtual labs IIT Bombay organize bootcamps which is 

of 8-12 days session, where students develop the specific practical or Lab for that particular subject.  

In the Hands-on training students can perform the different experiments and giving feedback about the 

experiments performed using Virtual Labs. The Program was concluded by feedback from the students.  The 

necessity of feedback session, if particular college wants to stay as Nodal Coordinator for Virtual Lab than 

that particular college has to perform at least 8000 experiments per year and for that respective practicals 

feedback should be generated, through those feedback only IIT Bombay will come to know that particular 

college has conducted how many experiments. 
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INDIA TODAY REPORT  

 

A New Delhi-based employment solutions company, Aspiring Minds, conducted an employability-

focused study based on 150,000 engineering students who graduated in 2013. The findings were 

rather shocking. 

 

As many as 97 percent of graduating engineers want jobs either in software engineering or core 

engineering. However, only 3 per cent have suitable skills to be employed in software or product 

market, and only 7 per cent can handle core engineering tasks. 

 

According to the HRD ministry, India has 6,214 engineering and technology institutions which are 

enrolling 2.9 million students. Around 1.5 million engineers are released into the job market every 

year. But the dismal state of higher education in India ensures that they simply do not have adequate 

skills to be employed. 

 

 

So, what can happen when such a large population of youth do not get jobs? Experts say that this 

may cause serious instability in the economic and social conditions in the country, along with wide 

scale dissatisfaction and disillusionment. 

 

http://www.aspiringminds.com/sites/default/files/National%20Employability%20Report%20-%20Engineers%20Annual%20Report%202016.pdf
http://www.aspiringminds.com/sites/default/files/National%20Employability%20Report%20-%20Engineers%20Annual%20Report%202016.pdf
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Though the quantity of universities, colleges and programmes are going on increasing in the 

country, the lack of quality education persists. Profit-hungry managements, lack of skill education, 

resplendent corruption, focus on rote-learning methods, and shortage of faculty (both in quantity 

and quality) are the major issues plaguing higher education. Graduates are collecting their degrees 

despite not being skilled enough to be a productive part of the Indian economy. 

 

 

India Today got together with Siddarth Bharwani, Vice President at Jetking Infotrain Limited, an 

IT and IMS training institute, to know more about the issues contributing to such a dismal picture. 

Factors working behind an engineer's employability: 
According to Bharwani, the following factors decide whether an engineer is employable: 

 "The ability to apply the concepts learnt to constantly develop innovative things and find 

solutions to complex problems are main factors working behind the employability of an engineer." 

 "The state of the economy also plays a major role for employment generation. Industry insiders say 

that in a strained economic condition, companies do not want to spend much on training and would 

prefer candidates with some skill sets who can be made billable soon." 

 Location factor: According to the Aspiring Minds report, in Tier-1 cities such as Mumbai, 

Bangalore and Hyderabad, 18.26 per cent of software engineers are job ready, while in Tier-2 cities 

such as Pune, Nagpur and Surat, 14.17 per cent are employable 
 

This shows that the candidates from lower tier cities are not getting the same opportunities as those 

hailing from Tier-1 cities, even if they are equally qualified and skilled. The chances of finding a 

job for such a person is 24 per cent lower and the earning per-year salary would also be Rs 66,000 

lesser. 

 "Problems with English language along with issues in computer programming make these 

students ineligible for employment. The difference in English and cognitive skill modules may only 

be a function of the input quality of the students. There is a consistent trend that the maximum gap 

is in computer programming, followed by cognitive skills and English and least in other domain 

skills." 

 Basically the Tier 3 cities are the one with the lowest employability rate. This is because of the 

insufficient infrastructure for developing skilled specific knowledge. 
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Major problems with engineering education in India 

1. Syllabus not updated regularly: 
The course contents do not focus on areas which will actually help in the job industry after 

employment. There is a big gap between what the market needs and what Indian education equips 

its future employees with. Despite exponential changes in science and technology round the world, 

the syllabus is hardly ever updated. 

 

"For instance, while mobile computing is proving to be the next growth driver for the industry, the 

curriculum does not reflect it," says Bharwani. 

Even when new branches of engineering are added, the structure remains traditional-this simply 

does not work anymore! 

 

"The traditional education sector in India has not evolved at the same pace as the industry. The 

expectations that the companies have from their candidates and the skills that engineering graduates 

bring in, do not match," he adds. 
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2. Lack of quality teachers: 
There are more than 33,023 colleges in India granting degrees. There are not enough quality 

teachers for all of these educational institutes. 

After multinational companies, the IT big shots of India, and the smaller engineering 

companies have had their pick, many from the remaining engineering graduates go on to get a PhD 

and join as faculty at engineering institutes. Thus, unlike other parts of the world, the Indian faculty 

is not comprised of the very best of the industries who have the skills to create brilliant students. 

Most educated engineers join teaching as a profession not because of passion, but because they have 

to earn a livelihood. The few good professors prefer administrative positions because of lower 

intellectual demands coupled with higher pay packages. 

 

 

3. Lack of innovation and research: 
Students need to be motivated enough to innovate or think for themselves. As the new HRD 

minister Prakash Javadekar recently said, "Why do we lack innovation in India? Because, we don't 

allow questioning. We don't promote inquisitiveness. If a child asks questions in school, he is asked 

to sit down. This should not go on. We need to promote inquisitiveness, children should ask 

questions." 

Students must be given the space and scope to think and innovate, to question and come up 

with solutions. This applies to both school education and higher education. 

Such are Indian students trained right from their primary education that they never learn to question 

or innovate. Rote learning instils in students a sort of complacency for more than 12 years of 

education and they are unable to make the shift from un-questioning learners to innovators in the 

job market. 
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4. Faulty education system: 
Semester systems and the process of continuous evaluation are not fulfilling their desired roles as 

the students are not interested in continuous learning-they only want good grades. Unless the 

specific purpose of such initiatives is properly understood by faculty and students alike, these 

methods likely would not work. 

5. Lack of skill-based education: 
Skill-based education is another immediate need. Engineering students need to have hands-on 

training on the basis of the problems they are likely to encounter in the real world. 

"One of the major problems facing the fresh graduates is their insufficient understanding of basic 

concepts. The lack of in-depth understanding of technical information, lack of client-handling skills 

and insufficient knowledge across domains are the major skill gaps in the area," says Bharwani. 
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While the vast numbers of engineering students in the country study their textbooks, give their 

exams and collect their degrees, it is only when they encounter the real world problems do they 

realise their shortfall. By then, they have to take extra time in order to skill themselves or suffer 

unemployment. 

"Initiatives like the Start-up India and Make in India are positive efforts taken by the government in 

this direction to boost employment opportunities for engineers," he adds, however. 
 

6. Importance of college name: 
According to the Aspiring Minds report, companies are prone to visiting only top colleges to recruit 

potential employees. Thus, resumes from relatively unknown colleges do not get shortlisted. 

This not only creates a lack in equal opportunities, but also causes a deficiency of quality employees 

as this process ignores a huge number of meritorious students who do not study in top tier colleges. 

 

 

7. Ease of permission from state governments: 
A major cause of mushrooming engineering colleges is the ease with which state governments grant 

permission to little-known barely-trained educational trusts and organisations to set up the same. 

Karnataka's Visvesvaraya Technological University (VTU) oversees as many as 200 engineering 

colleges, while in all the 50 US states combined, there are about 1,000 accredited engineering 

colleges. 
 

8. The IT 'employability': 
The Aspiring Minds report says that despite the fact that the IT sector carries out the highest number 

of recruitments from the pool of engineers, only 18.43 per cent engineers are skilled enough to work 

there, while, for IT product roles, the numbers are as low as 3.21 per cent. 

Due to comparatively higher employment in the IT sector, students even from other disciplines take 

up IT-related courses. Thus, the end result of this inadequate education creates engineering 

graduates who are not well-versed in their core subjects, nor in IT. 
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9. Lack of proper English skills: 
The study attributes the lack of English communicative skills, which they found in 73.63 per cent of 

candidates, and low analytical and quantitative skills, which they discovered in 57.96 per cent of 

candidates to be other main reasons for unemployment. 

Even the IT sector requires employers who are fluent and well versed in English, as within around 

two years of experience on the job, they would have to communicate with international customers. 

Thus, if the quality of engineering graduates do not improve, IT sector hiring will also go down. 
 

 

10. Disregard of essential soft skills: 
Soft skills have become very important in the present job industry, but they are routinely ignored in 

educational institutes. 

"This is perhaps the trickiest issue," says Bharwani. "The lack of ability of the individual to 

deliver his views effectively at the interview leads to rejection of even the most brilliant candidate. 

This is because training institutes do not make an effort to ensure that the candidates develop their 

skills in a wholesome manner which can contribute towards client-handling and team 

communication skills." 

The Government of India needs to sit up and take notice of the issues that are threatening the 

very future and stability of our country. 
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Report 

Employability Survey 2019 
 

“Jobs slip away from the ill-equipped Indian engineer” 
Any changes to education system have been at best ad-hoc, which has kept unemployability numbers very high. 

 

By ET Online | Updated: Mar 25, 2019, 02.02 PM IST 

The general quality of India's engineering graduates is exactly where it was a decade ago, with next-gen tech skills 

still a chimera, the new Annual Employability Survey 2019 by Aspiring Minds has revealed. 

 

On top of a shocking series of revelations is the finding that 80% of Indian engineers are not fit for any job in the 

knowledge economy. 

Any changes whatsoever to the education system have been at best ad-hoc, which has kept the unemployability 

numbers very high and stubborn, the survey has found. The survey provides many dead giveaways about the Indian 

engineer's ability to code — which basically is bread and butter for everyone in the techie profession. "Good coding 

skills (the ability to write functionally correct code) are possessed by only 4.6% of Indian job applicants," goes one 

major finding that shows Indian engineering education for what it is. 

However, more Indian engineers (4.6%) can code correctly compared to their Chinese peers (2.1%), the survey found. 

That, however, is poor consolation for India, because a far higher number of American candidates (18.8%) can write 

correct codes. 

 

 
 

The India-China techie math has a significant catch, though. "If we consider only those candidates who can write 

correct code with few errors, the gap between China and India narrows (8.6% vs. 9.8%, respectively)," says Aspiring 

Minds. 

 

https://m.economictimes.com/topic/India
https://m.economictimes.com/topic/China
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Interestingly, while the percentage of Indian engineers who code well is greater than the number of Chinese engineers, 

a much higher proportion of Indian engineers (37.7%) cannot write a compliable code compared to Chinese engineers 

(10.35%). This means that India must do more to educate its general population in proper coding skills, the survey 

suggests. 
 

So how does US compare in this area? "By comparison, the US engineers perform four times better than Indian 

engineers in coding: only 4% of the US candidates cannot write compilable code despite the fact that the base of the 

engineering population in the US is approximately four times smaller than in India." 

 

At a time when artificial intelligence is taking root as the very basis of new-age tech, just 2.5% of Indian engineering 

graduates have the relevant skills to make a career out of it. Tech industry now requires skills like machine learning 

and data science, things that are way beyond the vast majority of desi engineers, the findings underline. 
 

But that's not all. "Only 1.5% - 4.5% of engineers possess the necessary skills in data engineering, while only 2.8% - 

5.3% are qualified in wireless technologies. These figures pale compared to the percentage of engineers (5.5%) that 

are qualified for basic programming," it says. 

As if these numbers are not shocking enough, the real unemployability figures are even more abysmal. For data 

sciences, the number of the employable stands at " only 50% - 60% of these numbers (or 1.5% total) when we factor 

in other skills such as cognitive and language that are key for career success". 

 

How have things come to this pass, and is there any way out of this pathetic state of affairs? The survey sheds ample 

light on the first part of the question: "Engineering education is mainly theory-based. Only 40% of students perform 

internships while only 36% undertake projects beyond their required coursework." 

The survey hits the nail on the head when it analyses the reason behind this galling lack of ability. "Students are 

trapped in a college bubble. They have little industry exposure. Only 47% of students attend industry talks. Sixty 

percent of faculty do not discuss how engineering concepts apply to industry." 

 

So, will the future be any better for Indian engineers who join the jobseekers' queue in millions every year? "These 

issues can be addressed by a mix of counseling programs and technology including artificial intelligence. Tools that 

help students assess their skills, find company matches and prepare for interviews will come in very handy," the 

survey points out. 
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UPDATED: March 1, 2019 18:46 IST 

 

The only feasible and effective solution 
 

Every professional program out there has an inbuilt deep experiential learning component without which the 

program is incomplete. 

In Medicine, every doctor has to undergo a compulsory extended duration of hands-on’ learning where the 

young doctor learns under the guidance and mentorship of the experienced doctors- this is called 

Residency’. 

Similarly, in Chartered Accountancy, there is Article-ship’ and in Law, there is Apprenticeship’. While the 

periods of learning are different, in each profession the understudy learns while doing herself. 

This experiential learning that is inherently expected and hence built into these professional programs 

ensures quality and relevant skill application of the talent. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.indiatoday.in/author/indiatoday-in
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What can we learn from these models of learning? We learn that in order to develop a truly 

professional and deep impact tech talent, he/she has to be skilled using the following elements: 
a) Deep experiential learning on live or live simulated environments with real deliverables which 

matter 

b) Hands-on and Do-it-Yourself approach 

c) Industry experts as mentors. 

It is important that for the technology space we learn and evolve a solution in a similar manner. 
 

Engineering does have an industry project built into the curriculum however for various reasons this 

does not give the student enough exposure and hands-on experience to make them confident coders. 

Also, engineers may be in non-computational fields to start with hence their projects may not be 

relevant to a coding job. 

The second problem of variable and mixed requirements can therefore be solved by having a 

program which has the above 3 elements and is further based on the exact requirements of the 

specific industry or corporate or product. 
 

How to impact the employability pool 
 

Using the 3 elements of a) live or live simulated environments with real deliverables which matter 

b) Hands on and do it yourself approach c) Industry experts as mentors in addition to making each 

program specific to the job requirements will ensure that we are able to increase an employable base 

of engineers and also maximise job opportunities. 

This kind of customization has been seen in many similar fields where big data and AI/ ML have 

made it a possibility with minimum effort. 
 

The simplicity of this solution is easily evident when we apply this to re-skilling of experienced 

engineers -- the same four elements as mentioned above can further allow these engineers to have 

strong and long careers in their respective domains. 

Throughout history, times of significant innovation have been marked by a transitional period of job 

losses as redundant processes were filtered to accelerate a new dawn in human socio-economical 

behaviour. 

We are at the onset of the fourth, digitized Industrial Revolution now, that results in augmentation 

of each process and experience and motivates human employability to rise above the mundane and 

apply their most significant abilities to achieve the highest individual as well as collective 

productivity and efficiency. 
 

-Authored by Narayan Mahadevan, Founder at BridgeLabz  


